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FULTY AUTOMATIG PAI{EI SIZING

PURPOSE
Accurately and automatically trimming, squaring and splitting large
panels of various materials including-
Chipboard, Plywood, Blockboard, Hardboard, Plastic Laminates
and Asbestos Cement.

The machine will accept panels singly or in multiples provided the
overall thickness is within the specified capacity.

THE OtD WAY
Most similar purpose machines embody a moving conveyor to-carry
the panels past trimming saws mounted in a fixed position. Some-
times separate machines are employed for the longitudinal and the
transversl cuts with a connecting conveyor between. Such arrange-
ments are not conducive to accurate sawing.

A ilEW APPROAGH
On the Model E.R. the unhimmed panels are rigidly clamped to the
machine table while the longitudinal and transverse saws move
simultaneously on accurately aligred guide beams to produce trimmed
panels squareà and dimensionally correct to within -t 

"1o 
in. (0.8 mm.)

across diagonals.
The panãs are normally fed to the machine by þand and are auto-

matically eiected after trimming. An automatic feeding device can
howeyer, be supplied as an optional extra.

PRIilGIPAt FEATURES
f The machine will size, split and eject a single 8 ft. x 4 ft. panel in

45 seconds. The cycle time can, however, be reduced to 30 seconds

if necessary (see Optional Extras).

* Sturdy construction, main framework being of steel fabricated

by welding.

f Automatic positioning and clamping of the panels prior to sawing,

and automatic ejection after sawing.

* Longitudinal saws cut from below and transverse saws cut from
above the panel.

f Normal feed speed on cutting and return strokes is 60 ft./min.
additional or variable feed speed can be supplied if required.

f Off-cuts are cleared from machine or can be broken up by means

ofhogging cutters mounted on saw spindles.

f Automatic sequence fully interlocked.

f Exhaust hoods provided for each saw head. Tailor made con-
nections can be supplied for coupling machine to main factory
exhaust system.

* Cutting heads can be quickty adjusted to suit difrerent panel sizes.

f Individuat motor drive to each saw controlld from push button
panel at front of machine. (Fig. 4).

SESUEilGE OF OPERATIOilS
Panels are normally manually fed on to the machine by the operator,

but a special automatic feeding device can Þ supplied if required.

The panel is fed against a pneumatically operated fall-away ston

arranged to give the desired end cut-off. A pneumatic trip vi

carried on this stop and depressed by the end of the panel initia.
the automatic sequence. Pneumatically operated side pushers and

clamps square and align the panel then rigidly clamp it to the machine

table. Once clamping is completed an electro-pneumâtic switch

signals the saw heads to commence cutting.

* No. I and No. 2 longitudinal and No. 2 transverse heads commence

cutting simultaneously. (Fig. 1).

{ No. I trânsverse head is automatically started when the longi-
tudinal heads have cleared the path it will travel across.

f Transverse heads complete their cutting stroke and dwell.

I Longitudinal heads reach end of their cutting stroke and depress

pneumatic trip valves. Valves signal release of clamps and

through a further electro-pneumatic switch start return travel of
longitudinal heads.

I Longitudinal saw heads return to'start'position ejecting trimmed
panel from the machine at the same time. (Fig. 6).

f, Transverse saw heads return to starting position unless special
arrangement hâs been made for trânsverse saw heads to cut in
both directions (see Optional Extras).

FeEo.
<--G.

FlG. I Basic machíne is provided with two longitudinal and two lransverce heads.

FlG. 2 An additíonal longitudinøl and up to two additionøl transverse heads can be
supplied for splitting the ttimmed panels.

<: FlG. 3 Fectl th'it'c to longitudinal saw lrcacls

vìewetJ frotn oulfcccl cnd Qf machine.
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MAGHINE TYPE E. R.

SPEGIFIGATION
The machine comprises an extremely rigid all steel frame, on
which are mounted the four saw heads,

The saw head beams are built up of rolled steel channels,
fabricated by welding into a perfectly rigid unit. Accurately
machined guides forming an integral part of the beams ensure
lasting alignment and accuracy of saw head trâverse.

To ensure maximum strength and rigidity each saw head
consists of ground steel side members, adequately tied to form
a box frame. Each alloy steel saw spindle is moünted on
Timken taper roller bearings in dust proof housings. The ùive
to each saw head is by totally enclos€d fan cooled motor

ough multiple 'V' belts. Provision is made for adjustment

- the pulley centres and each complete drive is.adequately
guarded.

A single unit is employed for the power traverse of the two
LONGITUDINAL saw heads. This consists of a single speed,
reversing Demag brake motor driving â totauy enclosed worm
reduction unit, the complete unit being rigidly mounted on the
main frame and driving an adequately supported cross shâft.
Traverse of the saw heads is by roller chain passing over
sprockets mounted on the cross shaft, provision being made
for one sprocket to slide axially on the shaft so the the distance
between the two saws can be altered as requird. Power
traverse of the TRANSVERSE saw heads is also by roller chain,
eâch driven by a totally worm reduction unit coupled
to a single speed reversing brake motor.

Éor smooth and accurate motion on the column
with twelve sealed ballslides, the saw carriåges are

bearing rollers, mounted where on eccenfüc spindles
for easy adiustment. operated side pushers and

structures carried acrossclamps are mounted on rigid
the top of the main frame.

--_.-.4 rigid panel stop and valve is mounted on the
rtre pa.nel support which is of adequate depth of section to

-.-..sure rigidity.

The table supporting the panels consists of deep rolled steel
sections giving maximum rigidity.

ETEGTRIGAT GOl{TROtS
Heavy-duty direct-onJine electrical st¡rters in a conveniently
placed panel control the various operations (Fig. 3). These
starters are connected to a push button station at the front of
the machine. The controls are interlocked so that the feed
motors cannot be started until the saw head motors are
running.

The automatic sequence is electrically controlled by inter-
locked micro-switches.

Wiring throughout is by heavy cable carried where possible
in conduit tubing.

Demag Brake Motors are used for the feed drive to each
saw head. These motors have been spec¡ally developed for
heavy duty and to meet frequent starts at short intervals. They
combine the safety of a squirrel-cage rotor with the simplicity
of the sliding rotor principle.

STAl{IIARD MAGHIT{E
The basic machine has two longitudinal and two transverse savr heâds

and includes all pneumatic and electric controls necessary for
satisfactory operation.

With the machine are supplied a set ofspanners, a grease lubricating
gun, a tin ofgrease and ân operating and rnaintenance manual.

OPTIOf{AI EXTRAS
f, Larger capacity mach¡ne.

f Transverse saw heads can be arranged to cut alternate panels

from left to right and right to left so that no time is wasted waiting
for transverse saws to return to a single starting position. This
reduces the cycle time for an I ft. x 4 ft. panel to 30 seconds. -/ ,

f Arlrlitional saw heads. f Variable feed speeds. ç¿"'¿ 4.
f Exhaust connections. f SawrHigh Speed Steel or

I Hogging cutters for breaking Carbide Tipped.

up ofr-cuts. I Panel elevator.

I Air compressor. f Conveyor table for take-off.

* Automatic feeding device.

(¿* /a+a.ctt-.
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PAI{Et SIZER AS IilDIVIDUAT UilIT OR AS PART OF GOMPTETE TAYOUT

Although the panel sizer is a complete unit in itself it can also form part of a comprehensive layont,

as for example:-

u""flT"o* + :îåti +,l^iùi. +*'"i,iåå,RAwING

Enquiries are invited for all such machines.

Size of panel accommodated (standard)

ER/r

8 ft. x 4 ît. (2.4x 1.2 m.)

NOTE:-The machine can be specially manufactured to accommodate larger panels.

Maximum thickness of panels cut

Diameter of saws

Cutting speed of saws

Feed and return speeds of longitudinal heads

Minimum distance between any two heads-
Longitudinal

Transverse

Saw Head motors

Feed Motors-Longitudinal

Transverse

Air pressure required

Diameter of exhaust outlets on saw heads

Capacity of exhaust unit required

lf" (32 mm.)

14" (356 mm.)

10,óü! f.p.m.
(3,233 m./min.)

60 f.p.m. (18.3 m./min.)
(standard)

18" (4ó{l mm.)

18" (460 mm.)

7| or l0 H.P.

3 H.P.

I H.P.

7G-80 p.s.i.
(4.9-5.6 kg. per sq. cm.)

ó" (152 mm.)

4(XX) cu. ft./min.
(lZl0 cu. m/min.)

ER/2

I ft.x 4 ft. (2.4x 1.2 m.)

3" (7ó mm.)

ló" (381 mm.)

10,6ül f.p.m.
(3,233 m./min.)

ó0 f.p.m. (18.3 m./min.)
(standard)

18" ('ló0 mm.)

18" (4ó0 mm.)

t5 H.P.

3 H.P.

I H.P.

70-80 p.s.i.
(4.9-5.ó kg. per sq. cm.)

ó" (152 mm.)

4(XXt cu. ftlm¡n.
(1220 cu. m/min.)
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THOMAS TTHITE & SOI{S t¡MITED
TAIGHPARK . PAISTEY . SGOTtAilD
Telephone: Paisley 3137
LONDON OFFICE: Clifton House

Telcphone: EUSton 4196

Telegrants:'Vy'hite, Paisley'
Euston Road London N W I

Telegrams:'Faskut Phone London'

ER/r2162lrM R Printed in Great Britain
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